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“If I were not a physicist, I would probably be a musician. I often think in music. I live my daydreams in music. I see my life in terms of music.” ― Albert Einstein The cover art for KMRU’s 2020 ambient record Peel Courtesy of Editions Mego In the early days of despair, I looked at Spotify and decided that everything sounded bad. All songs were
boring, and I was sick of everything. What that really meant was I was sick of myself. But by the summer, I’d found the solve: ambient music. The best music I heard this year was barely music at all. The notion of “ambient music” is pretentious, sure, but the concept is simple. If most music is centered around some alchemy of melody and rhythm,
ambient music eschews that for whatever else: tones, moods, atmosphere. I’ve listened to Peel by Nairobi-based artist KMRU roughly once a day since I first heard it in July. Like most music in the genre, the album is concerned with timbre and texture — a lot of shapeless, ambiguous noise that slowly escalates and envelopes you. (Or, if you are my
sister, you might describe it as “scary” and “ominous” and “please turn that off.”) Still, it was nice to put on something consistent in the mornings, which became as much of a ritual for me as taking coffee with oat milk and refreshing the Times’ updated COVID maps. Peel — and two other KMRU records released this year, Opaquer and Jar — were
quiet revelations for me, especially as someone who tends to listen to the same handful of pop songs on repeat. Though its production is often lush and maximalist, pop music is compact. It’s designed to be played in many places: on AirPods, blasted from a car radio, through your tinny laptop speakers. It has to sound good everywhere, which is
another way of saying that it has to sound the same everywhere. Pretty depressing when you’re going nowhere. Peel took on a different shape, depending on where I was listening to it — though this year, that just meant which room of the house I was in. The Sonos in the kitchen made the record sound expansive and often distant. In my office, where
I listened to Peel passively while staring at Google Docs during the workday, the resonance seemed to fill every square inch of the room, making me constantly aware of the space’s small dimensions. I’d sometimes play it through my phone after waking up — a calm and steadily escalating thrum. Yet listening to KMRU in the bathroom was too
claustrophobic, too annoying, so I’d put on Dua Lipa instead. I even bought Peel on vinyl, not really so I could hear how it sounded, but because I’d gotten really used to soothing boredom and anxiety by ordering things online. And like a lot of things that went through the mail in 2020, the record still hasn’t arrived. I struggled to find any formal
interviews with KMRU, but I did come across a few videos he’d done on YouTube. In one video, he sampled a broken piano he came across on the street, captured on a fuzzy portable mic. Like a lot of things on YouTube, it turned out to be an ad (this one for Ableton Live). But there was something romantic about seeing KMRU’s field recording —

someone out in the world, collecting precious little sounds, even if the finished product obfuscated their origins too much to be identified. At least it left something to the imagination. KMRU doing field recordings. Courtesy of KMRU Browse YouTube for long enough and you start to recognize that video titles have their own kind of SEO. More than
word choice, you see similar constructions over and over that declare what a thing is and who it’s for. This likely makes it easier for a robot to parse and for a recommendation service to serve. It also allows us to reverse-engineer people’s intentions. Look up footage of nature, and most of it will identify itself as a “relaxation” video, which is more of an
intention than a genre. A one-hour 4K video of sunsets in Seattle sells itself as perfect for “sleep, relaxation, distress, insomnia.” The meme equivalent is YouTube’s anime-inflected “lofi hip hop radio - beats to relax/study to,” which has spinoffs for anxiety and even depression. It’s background noise by design. It’s basically Muzak. In the absence of
Muzak, we just Muzak ourselves In its heyday — the better part of the 20th century — Muzak was the soundtrack of the mall: familiar, pleasing, and most importantly, inoffensive. The company went bankrupt over a decade ago, and its assets now operate under a conglomerate called Mood Media. But if Muzak the corporation left us, its spirit never
did. In many ways, this is what we do to ourselves when we hit shuffle on a playlist or let YouTube guide our listening. Across platforms, a recommendation engine is reactive and reinforcing a suggestion that is, again, familiar, pleasing, and inoffensive. In the absence of Muzak, we just Muzak ourselves. Brian Eno coined the term “ambient music” to
put his work in opposition with Muzak. As the myth goes, stuck for several hours in a terminal in Cologne, Germany, Eno believed he could write better music for a public space — something calming to ease the bustle of frenzied travelers. The result was the seminal 1978 record Music for Airports. Not long after, in the mid-‘80s, Japanese electrosynth
polymath Haruomi Hosono would write a suite of dulcet songs specifically for Muji stores to set the tone for a pleasing shopping experience. There’s an argument that the sound design of hospitals could save lives. And in a year when far fewer people around the world traveled or frequented malls and more people were going to the hospital and never
leaving, what do you do with Music for Airports and for Muji and for the morgue? You bring it home. In the days when escapism was fruitless and indulgences were unsatisfying, the music I listened to felt less like feeding an algorithm and more like asserting control over a nonsense year. Like every personal revelation, it feels obvious in hindsight. But
awareness — mindfulness! — is an active pursuit: introduce some friction, stay in the present. I think I always knew what that looked like. It wasn’t until this year that I knew how it sounded. Five ambient-ish albums for 2020 Blink a Few Times to Clear Your Eyes - Grand River Telas - Nicolas Jaar Shall We Go on Sinning So That Grace May Increase? The Soft Pink Truth Harbors - Ellen Fullman and Theresa Wong (debatably ambient, mostly abrasive) Peel - KMRU (also Opaquer and Jar) Possuem:21822Querem:30534Avaliação Média:4.48 / 5Avaliações:25370:000:008:559:39Versão Deta da Edição MestreVocê está visualizando a nova versão da página de edição mestre. Ative esta opção para
reverter para versão antiga.1/116:302/18:201/211:302/26:00Many vinyl releases have a 6:00 edited version of 2/2 - the original is 9:38. While most copies bear 1978 ℗ & © dates, all available evidence suggests it was not released until 1979 (March '79 in the UK, and later in other regions). Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)EG – AMB 001, Polydor –
2310647UK1979UK — 1979Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)Passport Records – 9167-9835, Passport Records – (AMB 001)Canada1979Canada — 1979Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)Polydor – 2344 132Germany1979Germany — 1979Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)PVC Records – PVC 7908, EG – PVC 7908US1979US — 1979Ambient 1 (Music For
Airports)Polydor – MPF 1229, EG – MPF 1229Japan1979Japan — 1979Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)Polydor – 23 10 647Spain1979Spain — 1979Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)Polydor – 2310 647, Polydor – 2310.647, EG – 2310 647, EG – 2310.647Scandinavia1979Scandinavia — 1979Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)Polydor – 2310647New
Zealand1979New Zealand — 1979Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)EG – AMBC 001, Polydor – 3100 489UK1979UK — 1979Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)Passport Records – PB 2006Canada1979Canada — 1979Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)Polydor – 2310 647Australasia1979Australasia — 1979Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)Polydor – 3100 489New
Zealand1979New Zealand — 1979Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)PVC Records – PVC 7908 (AMB 001)US1979US — 1979Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)Polydor – 2310 647Italy1979Italy — 1979Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)PVC Records – PVCC-7908US1979US — 1979Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)Polydor – MPF 1229, EG – MPF
1229Japan1979Japan — 1979Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)Editions EG – EGS 201US1982US — 1982Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)Editions EG – EGED 17UK1982UK — 1982Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)Editions EG – EGED 17, Virgin – EGED 17UK1987UK — 1987Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)Editions EG – EEGCD 17US1987US —
1987Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)Virgin – 1408005, Virgin – 140.8005Brazil1987Brazil — 1987Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)Virgin – 714.8005Brazil1987Brazil — 1987Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)Virgin Japan – VJD-28038, Editions EG – VJD-28038Japan1988Japan — 1988Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)CD, Album, Promo, ReissueVirgin Japan –
VJD-28038, Editions EG – VJD-28038Japan1988Japan — 1988Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)Editions EG – EEGCD 17UK1988UK — 1988Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)Editions EG – EEGCD 17, Editions EG – EEGCD17, Virgin – 0777 7 87185 2 9UK & Europe1990UK & Europe — 1990Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)Editions EG – EEGCD 17UK1990UK
— 1990Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)CD, Album, Reissue, RepressEditions EG – EEGCD 17, Virgin – 0777 7 87185 2 9UK & Europe1994UK & Europe — 1994Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)Editions EG – EEGCD 17US1994US — 1994Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)Ediciones Del Prado – NM022, Virgin – NM022Spain1995Spain — 1995Ambient 1
(Music For Airports)CD, Album, Reissue, RemasteredVirgin – 7243 8 66495 2 2, Virgin – ENOCD6, Astralwerks – 7243 8 66495 2 2, Astralwerks – ENOCD6UK, Europe & US2004UK, Europe & US — 2004Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)CD, Album, Reissue, RemasteredVirgin – VJCP-68703Japan2004Japan — 2004Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)CD,
Album, Reissue, RemasteredVirgin – 7243 8 66496 2 1UK, Europe & US2004UK, Europe & US — 2004 Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)CD, Album, RemasteredVirgin America Records Ltd. – 724386649522US2004US — 2004Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)CDr, Album, Promo, Reissue, RemasteredAstralwerks (2) – noneUS2004US — 2004Ambient 1
(Music For Airports)CDr, Album, Remastered, Unofficial ReleaseIberica Logos Music – noneRussia2005Russia — 2005Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)CD, Album, Reissue, Remastered, StereoVirgin – 7243 8 66495 2 2, Virgin – ENOCD 6, Astralwerks – 7243 8 66495 2 2, Astralwerks – ENOCD 6UK, Europe & US2007UK, Europe & US — 2007Ambient 1
(Music For Airports)CD, Album, Reissue, RemasteredEMI – 50999 6 84523 2 2, Astralwerks – 50999 6 84523 2 2, Virgin – ENOCDX 6UK & Europe2009UK & Europe — 2009Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)EMI – TOCP-54179Japan2009Japan — 2009Ambient 1 (Music For Airports)EMI – No Cat. No.UK2009UK — 2009fazendo referência a Ambient 1
(Music For Airports) (LP, Album) PVC 7908Really fantastic pressing of this masterpiece of an album. My copy sounds absolutely outstanding with extremely low noise. Lush, clear and organic as can be. I honestly don't see any particular reason to upgrade from this version to the half speed remaster or any other remasters, especially if you already
own it.fazendo referência a Ambient 1 (Music For Airports) (LP, Album) MPF 1229Yes, this pressing sounds fantastic and the vinyl is dead silent. Yes, this version looks great with the obi and has a heavy tip-on jacket. But most importantly it looks like this is the only early pressing that features the unedited 9+ minute version of “2/2”, making this the
pressing to get. Highly recommend this or any of the other Japanese ambient Eno pressings if you can find a clean copy at a good price.
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